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new music stage i have a long history of designing my own amplifiers. i did the
first designs of the fanger mc2/yamaha yml-302 ( mc2project.com ) in 1989 and
the yml-302, first to go into production in 1992. most of the designs i've followed
over the last 15 years have been variations and improvements on those designs.

and i am currently designing an all new amplifier (as in new designs for over a
year now). one of the prime motivations is to create an amplifier that is half the

size, half the power, and half the price of existing amplifiers and dacs. i want
people to own a stage amplifier that is not only beautiful, but also functional and

useful. i want that stage amplifier to be relatively inexpensive and easy to
transport. my target price for the amplifier (2 channels) is less than $1,500 usd. i
want the amplifier to be easy to assemble and perform well. 13 jun 2014 new x4

motherboard new x4 aluminium motherboard new x4 heatsink new x4 24v switch-
mode power supply new x4 cabinets with 10db+ attenuation of on-axis bass new

x4 tubes new x4 drivers (silver conductors) new active pre-preamp ves-2 new
preamp from ves laboratory, the ves-2 is a solid state preamp with active gain
control. while the ves-2 is not a tube preamp, it is much more solid state than

any other preamp i have ever seen. it has a triple lm324 operational amplifier. it
has two triode valves (6gm8s) and two solid state operational amplifiers. it is not

a doepfer clone, rather it is a copy of a much older ves laboratory preamp.
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recently, i wrote a convention paper for the audio engineering society discussing
my experiences with the bend-tech product line of software . one of the major

topics was about the usefulness of the featured sonic controls. when i wrote that
paper, the sonic controls were a custom feature that i personally had created to
address my own shortcomings in mastering the guitar. today, the sonic controls

feature is a standard option on all bend-tech systems. tube cad software
download 11 this is the last software product that i am presenting for the tube

cad journal. tube cad software is a stock software package for the dragonfactory
mk ii. it was released as part of the bend-tech digital formats digital store more

than ten years ago. tube cad software was designed to give the user control over
the mic preamp circuitry and the overall sonic characteristics of the output from
the mic preamp. tubing converter circuits are provided as standard features, as

well as a range of other sonic enhancements. to date there have been around 18
releases of the tube cad software. so far, these releases have been numbered 1

through 18. from a user perspective, there have been few features added in
recent releases and the new version number is only a reflection of the new

name. like every other tube cad software release, tube cad software will include
the re-released bend-tech digital formats version 1.0.2 and the cineconvert plug-
in. several years ago, i made a white cathode follower design; however it was a

single-ended cathode follower, not a double-conversion design as you see above.
fortunately, i read the dozens of e-mails from curious audiophiles asking me how
to make a white cathode follower and hence i was inspired to make one for them.

and since it would seem like a common use in a lot of audio circuits (especially
for distortion/limiter pedals), i decided to take a standard transformer-coupled bjt
power supply and split it into two halves, one being the cathode follower and the
other a double-conversion power amplifier. although the front side of the power

supply is common, the user has to know which way the power supplies pull
current from the input. they do this by referring to the following diagram and

using the diagrams shown on the power supply side-by-side. i might add another
box for the cathode follower stage someday, but for now, i will include them here

in the loop design. 31 may 2016 5ec8ef588b
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